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Skills

Golang

Docker

GCP

NodeJs

Postgres SQL

React

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Senior Software Engineer
PickleAI Feb 2022 - Current

Developing conversation intelligence tool to capture & share key moments from Zoom Meetings.
Golang | NodeJs | DynamoDB | AWS

Developed and Architectured a salesforce integration.

Developed the Architecture for a golang microservice in order to break up a monolith repo.

Senior Software Engineer
Weave HQ June 2021 - Feb 2022

Implmenting a Golang Micro Architecture for marketing and communications platform.
Golang | Docker Containers | PostgreSQL | AWS S3 | GCP.

Developed and Architectured a Golang Micro Architecture to manage small business Reviews from multiple
platforms (facebook, google).

Developed GRPC API's for multiple internal systems to communicate securly and efficently.

Developing a Monorepo to manage shared proto strutures and API's

Software Engineer
Agility Digital Inc July 2019 - June 2021

Implmented a Golang Micro Architecture for a Self-Service Programmatic Marking Platform.
Golang | Docker Containers | PostgreSQL | AWS S3 | GCP | ReactJS | TypeScript stack.

Developed and Architectured a Golang Micro Architecture to gather and deploy device ids to a trading platform.
Creating a new stream of revenue currently increasing monthly ad spend by $500,000.00.

Developed and Deployed self-service platform, bulit on a Golang Backend code base, Postgres SQL database,
and deployed on docker containers.

Designed, architectured, and coded a Callback REST API service that managed over 100,000 requests per sec.

Implemented a testing suite onto a Golang code base, creating multiple deployment checkpoints, thereby
reducing the amount of manual testing, and stabilizing the release and build processes.

Software Development Manager
ENTRATA Jan 2016 - July 2019

Managed Development team over multiple migration verticles while working closely with internal managers, user
experience designers, architects, and other Software Development Managers.

Grew the companies migration capacity by 5x by managing multiple development inititutives that allowed for the
migration of multiple verticles including commercial, military, and Affordable

Managed offshore development and QA teams.

Managed devleopment process from sprint planning, retrospectives, producet development.
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